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Overview: Effective 17 October 2020, Visa will implement higher authorization limits for automated fuel
dispenser transactions acquired by U.S. fuel merchants.
As part of Visa’s ongoing efforts to be the best way to pay and to take advantage of EMV® deployments at
automated fuel dispensers (AFDs) in the U.S., effective 17 October 2020, Visa will increase the authorization
limits for U.S.-acquired AFD $1 status check authorization transactions, regardless of country of card issuance.

Increased U.S. AFD Authorization Limits
The increased AFD $1 status check authorization limits are USD 125 for non-Fleet cards and USD 350 for Fleet
cards. These new authorization limits only apply to transactions that are both:
•

Chip-on-chip

•

Partial authorization participating

Authorization limits will remain at USD 100 for non-Fleet cards and USD 150 for Fleet card transactions that do
not meet both of the specified criteria.
Issuers will continue to be liable for transactions up to these limits. Issuers can initiate a dispute under Reason
Code 11.3—No Authorization for the difference of any final transaction amounts that exceed these limits.

Issuer AFD Processing Recommendations / Best Practices
Visa recommends that issuers support the following authorization best practices for optimal AFD transaction
processing:
•

Partial Authorization: To maximize authorization approvals, ensure that all issuing Bank Identification
Numbers (BINs) have the ability to provide a partial authorization response if an account’s available balance is
less than the AFD $1 status check authorization limits.
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AFD Confirmation Advice Messages: To best manage AFD authorization holds, ensure that:

•

o

All issuing BINs have been activated by Visa to receive both the enhanced AFD and real-time clearing
confirmation messages. These provide final AFD transaction amount information prior to receipt of
the settlement message, which can take up to two days following completion of the AFD transaction.

o

Information provided in the AFD confirmation advice messages sent by fuel merchants is applied
immediately upon receipt to adjust any authorization holds in a timely fashion. This helps to mitigate
cardholder complaints and to free up account balances for additional transactions.

EMV® is a registered trademark in the U.S. and other countries and an unregistered trademark elsewhere. The EMV trademark is owned by EMVCo, LLC.

Advance Copy of the Visa Rules
The advance copy of the upcoming Visa Rules illustrates the associated rule changes that will be reflected in the
next edition of the publication. If there are any differences between the published version of the rules and this
advance copy, the published version of the rules will prevail.
•

Increases to Automated Fuel Dispenser Status Check Authorization Limits (Advance Copy)

Note: For Visa Online resources, you will be prompted to log in.

AP, Canada, CEMEA, LAC, U.S.: Contact your Visa representative. Merchants and third party agents should
contact their issuer or acquirer.
Europe: Contact Visa customer support on your country-specific number, or email CustomerSupport@visa.com.

Notice: This Visa communication is furnished to you solely in your capacity as a customer of Visa Inc. (through its operating companies of Visa U.S.A Inc., Visa
International Service Association, Visa Worldwide Pte. Ltd, Visa Europe Ltd., Visa International Servicios de Pago España, S.R.L.U. and Visa Canada Corporation) or its
authorized agent, or as a participant in the Visa payments system. By accepting this Visa communication, you acknowledge that the information contained herein
(the "Information") is confidential and subject to the confidentiality restrictions contained in the Visa Rules, which limit your use of the Information. You agree to
keep the Information confidential and not to use the Information for any purpose other than in your capacity as a customer of Visa Inc. or as a participant in the
Visa payments system. You may disseminate this Information to a merchant participating in the Visa payments system if: (i) you serve the role of “acquirer” within
the Visa payments system; (ii) you have a direct relationship with such merchant which includes an obligation to keep Information confidential; and (iii) the
Information is designated as “affects merchants” demonstrated by display of the storefront icon ( ) on the communication. A merchant receiving such
Information must maintain the confidentiality of such Information and disseminate and use it on a “need to know” basis and only in their capacity as a participant
in the Visa payments system. Except as otherwise provided, the Information may only be disseminated within your organization on a need-to-know basis to enable
your participation in the Visa payments system. Visa is not responsible for errors in or omissions from this publication.
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